Chemical gradients provide cells with critical information about their surroundings, 26 allowing them to navigate via chemotropism (gradient-directed growth) or chemotaxis 27 (gradient-directed migration). For example, axons steer their growth up gradients of netrin to 28 form new synapses, social amoebae crawl up gradients of cAMP to aggregate into fruiting 29 bodies, sperm swim up gradients of chemoattractants to find eggs, and neutrophils migrate up 30 gradients of peptides shed by bacteria or cytokines secreted by other cells of the immune 31 system to eliminate pathogens from mammalian tissues (Alvarez, et al., 2014; Swaney, et al., 32 2010; von Philipsborn and Bastmeyer, 2007) . In each case, cells sense external signals via G-33 protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), leading to cytoskeletal reorganization that produces 34 directional growth or movement (Insall, 2013) . 35 The sequence of molecular events that transduce extracellular chemical signals to 36 produce gradient-directed outputs is perhaps best understood in the genetically tractable 37 budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Yeast are non-motile unicellular fungi, and haploid 38 yeast cells of mating type a can mate with haploids of mating type  to yield diploids. The 39 haploids secrete peptide pheromones that bind GPCRs on cells of the opposite mating type (-40 factor is sensed by Ste2 in a cells, and a-factor is sensed by Ste3 in  cells) (Wang and Dohlman, 41 2004). Pheromone-bound receptors activate heterotrimeric G-proteins to generate GTP-G and 42 free G. G in turn recruits two key scaffold proteins, Ste5 and Far1, from the cell interior to 43 the membrane (Nern and Arkowitz, 1999; Butty, et al., 1998; Pryciak and Huntress, 1998) . Ste5 44 recruitment leads to activation of the MAPKs Fus3 and Kss1, which induce transcription of 45 mating-related genes and arrest the cell cycle in G1 phase in preparation for mating (Pryciak 46 and Huntress, 1998). Ste5-induced MAPK activation also promotes cytoskeletal polarization, but 47
Introduction
with respect to the pheromone gradient (Nern and Arkowitz, 1999; Butty, et al., 1998 of pheromone-activated receptors reflects the pheromone gradient, then G-Far1-Cdc24 73 complexes will be enriched up-gradient, spatially biasing activation of Cdc42 to kick off positive 74 feedback at the right location for mating. However, the accuracy of such global spatial gradient 75 sensing is limited by the small yeast cell size (~4 m diameter) (Berg and Purcell, 1977) , and 76 simulations constrained by experimental data on binding and diffusion parameters suggested 77 that the process would be inaccurate (Lakhani and Elston, 2017) . Indeed, when yeast are 78 exposed to artificial, calibrated pheromone gradients, polarized growth often starts in the 79 wrong direction (Moore, et al., 2008; Segall, 1993) . Such cells can nevertheless correct initial 80 errors by moving the polarity site (Dyer, et al., 2013 ). 81
Moving a Cdc42 patch that is constantly being reinforced by positive feedback seems 82
counterintuitive, but time-lapse imaging revealed that the patch "wandered" around the cortex 83 of pheromone-treated cells on a several-minute timescale (Dyer, et al., 2013 Ayscough and Drubin, 1998). As the polarity site wanders around the cortex, this receptive 92
"nose" would sample pheromone levels at different locations. Studies of cells treated with 93 uniform pheromone concentrations showed that when pheromone levels are high, the patch 94 stops moving (McClure, et al., 2015; Dyer, et al., 2013) . In principle, this "exploratory 95 polarization" mechanism can explain error-correction by positing that movement of the patch 96 continues until cells sense high pheromone levels indicating that the patch is directed towards a 97 mating partner (Hegemann and Peter, 2017) . 98 The extent to which yeast cells rely on global spatial sensing to orient the formation of a 99 polarity patch, versus exploratory polarization after the patch has formed, remains unclear. A 100 recent study found that when cells were placed in an artificial pheromone gradient in a 101 microfluidics device, initial patch formation was random with respect to the gradient, and 102 orientation occurred by exploratory polarization and "local sensing" (Hegemann, et al., 2015) . 103 However, it is unclear whether similar results might apply to different pheromone gradients, or 104 to more physiological conditions in which gradients are generated by mating partners. 105
To better understand how yeast actually locate their mating partners, we imaged 106 mating events in mixed populations of a and  cells. We found evidence for both global spatial 107 sensing and error correction by exploratory polarization. Encounters between partners were 108 characterized by (i) rapid and non-random initial clustering of polarity proteins biased towards 109 the partner; (ii) an "indecisive phase" in which dynamic polarity sites relocalized in an apparent 110 search process; and (iii) a "committed phase" in which cells polarized stably towards mating 111 partners, culminating in fusion. Transition from indecisive to committed behavior was 112 associated with a rise in MAPK activity. Initial polarization was surprisingly accurate given that it 113 occurred despite a highly non-uniform (and thus potentially misleading) distribution of 114 receptors. We found that the variation in receptor density was corrected for via "ratiometric" 115 sensing of the ratio of occupied vs unoccupied pheromone receptors across the cell (Bush, et  116 al., 2016). In aggregate, our findings reveal how yeast cells can overcome the challenges 117 imposed by small cell size and lack of cell mobility to locate mating partners. 118 119
Results 120 121
Indecisive and committed phases of mating cell polarization 122 123
To observe how cells find their mates, we mixed a and  cells expressing differently 124 colored polarity probes, Bem1-GFP () and Bem1-tdTomato (a), and imaged them at 2 min 125 resolution (Video 1). Fusion events were identified from movies and the cells were tracked back 126
to their time of "birth" (the cytokinesis that preceded the mating event). Fig. 1A (top) illustrates 127 selected frames from a representative mating cell. This cell formed a faint initial cluster of 128
Bem1 just 4 min after birth (blue panel), which then fluctuated in intensity and moved 129 erratically around the cell cortex for 34 min before stably polarizing adjacent to a mating 130 partner (orange panel). After another 16 min the two cells fused, as seen by the mixing of red 131 and green probes. We designate the time between initial cluster formation (Tic) and stable 132 polarization (Tp) as the "indecisive phase", reflecting the erratic behavior of the polarity probe.
133
We designate the time between stable polarization (Tp) and fusion as the "committed phase" of 134 mating, reflecting the strong and stably located polarity site. 135 To quantify the degree of Bem1 polarization, we used a metric that uses the pixel 136 intensity distribution within the cell to assess the degree of signal clustering (hereafter, 137 "clustering": see methods). Fig. 1A (graph) illustrates that Bem1 clustering fluctuated during the 138 indecisive phase but remained high during the committed phase. This pattern was 139 characteristic of mating cells (Fig. 1B) , supporting the idea that mating involves a two-stage 140 process. A similar two-stage process was observed for cells expressing fluorescent versions of 141 Spa2, a polarisome component that binds and helps to localize the formin Bni1 (Video 2) 142 (Pruyne, et al., 2004; Fujiwara, et al., 1998; Sheu, et al., 1998) . Analysis of cells expressing both 143
Bem1 and Spa2 probes revealed that although (as described previously) Spa2 clusters were 144 more tightly focused than Bem1 clusters, the probes clustered, dispersed, and moved together 145 (Fig. 1C) . As for Bem1, Spa2 clustering fluctuated during the indecisive phase and remained 146 stably high during the committed phase (Fig. 1D) . We conclude that cells undergo a 147 reproducible pattern of polarization during mating, with sequential indecisive and committed 148 phases. 149
The earliest observable clustering of polarity factors occurred shortly after birth (Fig. 1E:  150 median time 4 min after initiating cytokinesis). This initial clustering was usually weak and 151 frequently at a different location than that of the final stable polarization (see below). During 152 the ensuing indecisive phase, cells appeared to search for mating partners, often assembling 153 polarity clusters adjacent to different potential partners before settling at a final location ( Fig.  154 4 1F). The duration of the indecisive phase ( Fig. 1G : median 42 min) was very variable, ranging 155 from 10 to 120 min. This is consistent with a search process that would take a variable amount 156 of time depending on the availability and proximity of potential mating partners. In contrast, 157 the subsequent committed phase was consistently about 20 min (Fig. 1G ), which we speculate 158 is the time required to remodel the local cell walls to allow for cell fusion. 159 160
Commitment is synchronous for both partners 161 162
In our protocol, cells of each mating type are proliferating asynchronously before they 163 are abruptly mixed. Thus, in a large majority of cases, one cell of each mating pair is born (i.e. 164 enters G1 phase) before the other. Nevertheless, fusion is a unitary event that occurs at the 165 same time for both. This means that the "first-born" partner must extend one or both phases of 166 polarization while the "second-born" partner completes the previous cell cycle and "catches 167 up" (Fig. 2A) . Does the first-born locate and commit to its partner first, and then wait ( Fig. 2A,  168 top), or does the first-born remain indecisive until the second-born has caught up ( Fig. 2A,  169 bottom)? We found no difference in the average duration of the committed phase between 170 first and second-born cells (Fig. 2B) , and partners in each individual mating pair generally 171 committed at nearly the same time (Fig. 2C) . Conversely, the indecisive phase was significantly 172 longer in first-born cells (Fig. 2D) , suggesting that first-born cells remain indecisive while 173 second-born cells complete the cell cycle, and that cells only polarize stably towards partners 174 that are in G1 ( Fig. 2A, bottom) . 175 Synchronous commitment implies that there is some communication between partners 176 that occurs only when both are in G1 phase of the cell cycle. As the only known mode of 177 communication is via the secretion of pheromones, the simplest hypothesis to explain why 178 commitment must wait until both cells are in G1 would be that pheromone secretion changes 179 when cells enter G1. To assess the rate of pheromone synthesis, we introduced a fluorescent 180 reporter whose production was driven by the major α-factor gene (MFα1) promoter 181 (Achstetter, 1989; Singh, et al., 1983) . Reporter signal fluctuated regularly through the cell 182 cycle, rising in G1 and falling (due to dilution) after bud emergence (Fig. 2E) with the Spa2 probe. The MAPK sensor is a fluorescent probe that moves from the nucleus to 193 the cytoplasm when it is phosphorylated by active MAPK. In the absence of pheromone, the 194 sensor was predominantly nuclear, although the nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio fluctuated 195 somewhat through the cell cycle, peaking during anaphase ( Fig. 3A and video 3) . In a mating 196 mix, the sensor distribution became uniform prior to fusion, reflecting an increase in MAPK 197 activity ( Fig. 3B and video 4) . To quantify the degree of nuclear concentration of the MAPK 198 sensor, we measured the coefficient of variation (CV) in pixel intensity across the cell. When the 199 probe is nuclear, the bright nuclear and dim cytoplasmic pixels yield a high CV, but when the 200 probe distribution is uniform there is a low CV. We found considerable cell-to-cell variability in 201 this signal, which could be largely accounted for by differences in the level of expression of the 202 probe (Fig. S1A, B) . This variability could be reduced by normalizing the CV to the maximum and 203 minimum CV for each cell, and we developed a MAPK activity metric based on the normalized 204 CV of the probe (Fig. S1C ).
205
In mating cells, MAPK activity fluctuated but then climbed to a plateau about 20 min 206 prior to fusion (Fig. 3C) . As this was similar to the clustering behavior of polarity probes, we 207 directly compared MAPK activity with Spa2 clustering in individual mating cells (Fig. 3D ). These 208 measures aligned well with one another in most cells, with both Spa2 clustering and MAPK 209 activity fluctuating during the indecisive phase before rising to a stable plateau during the 210 committed phase (Fig. 3D, E) . A cross-correlation analysis of Spa2 clustering and MAPK activity 211 during the indecisive phase revealed that they fluctuated in tandem (Fig. 3F ). This correlation 212
suggested that MAPK activity might promote stable polarization, or that polarization might lead 213
to an increase in MAPK activity, or both. 214
To more directly ask whether an increase in MAPK activity promotes stable polarization, 215
we induced MAPK activity in the absence of pheromone by expressing a membrane-tethered 216 version of the MAPK scaffold Ste5 (Pryciak and Huntress, 1998 (Suchkov, et al., 2010) . Transit of pheromones and pheromone receptors 279 through the secretory pathway is rapid (5-10 min) (Losev, et al., 2006; Govindan, et al., 1995) . In 280 the presence of α-factor, Ste2 is then endocytosed on a 10-min timescale and delivered to the 281 vacuole for degradation Hicke and Riezman, 1996; Schandel and Jenness, 282 1994; Jenness and Spatrick, 1986) . As GFP maturation occurs on a 30-min timescale (Iizuka, et 283 al., 2011; Gordon, et al., 2007) , much of the GFP-tagged receptor at the cell surface is not yet 284 fluorescent. Moreover, the GFP moiety survives intact in the vacuole following receptor 285 degradation, yielding a high vacuolar fluorescence signal. To partially resolve these issues, we 286 tagged Ste2 with sfGFP, which matures on a 6-min timescale (Khmelinskii, et al., 2012) . 287 Although bright vacuoles remained, the surface Ste2-sfGFP was clearly visible (Fig 6A) , allowing 288 us to assess Ste2 distribution. In cells that were not exposed to α-factor, Ste2 distribution 289 varied throughout the cell cycle, accumulating in the bud (enriched at the tip) and depleted in 290 the mother during bud growth, and then accumulating at the neck during cytokinesis (Fig. 6B) Pheromone-bound Ste2 loads GTP on G, whereas unbound Ste2-Sst2 promotes GTP hydrolysis 354 by G, so the level of activated G depends on the ratio between pheromone-bound and 355 unbound Ste2 (Fig. 8A ). Although originally proposed as a global mechanism to integrate 356 signaling from all Ste2 (Bush, et al., 2016), in principle this mechanism could also apply locally to 357 extract the gradient of pheromone from the spatial distribution of bound/unbound receptor. 358
Sst2-based ratiometric sensing can be disrupted by replacing Sst2 with a human paralog, 359 hsRGS4, which has similar GAP activity towards G but does not associate with Ste2 (Bush, et  360 al., 2016). hsRGS4 is myristoylated and localized uniformly to the plasma membrane (Fig. 8B ). 361
We found that two copies of hsRGS4 expressed from the SST2 promoter were sufficient to 362 restore wildtype pheromone sensitivity (as judged by halo assays) to cells lacking endogenous 363 Sst2 (Fig. 8C ). Compared with cells containing Sst2, cells with hsRGS4x2 were significantly worse 364 at orienting at their initial Bem1 clusters towards their partners (Fig. 8D) . Instead, the initial 365 clusters in hsRGS4x2 cells were strongly biased towards the previous mother-bud neck ( Fig. 8E ), 366 a region of high receptor density (Fig. 6 ). Indeed, a direct comparison showed that unlike wild-367 type cells, hsRGS4x2 cells displayed a strong tendency to establish initial clusters of Bem1 at 368 sites enriched for Ste2 (Fig. 8F ). Thus, gradient sensing depends on the endogenous RGS 369 protein Sst2, which may assist in this process by linking G GTP hydrolysis to the location of 370 unbound receptor. 371
If the inaccurate gradient sensing exhibited by hsRGS4x2 cells is indeed due to 372 disruption of ratiometric sensing, then the orientation defect of hsRGS4x2 should be corrected 373 if the cells were to have uniformly distributed receptors (i.e. ratiometric sensing should be 374 9 unnecessary if receptor density is uniform). We used the more uniformly distributed Ste2 The strongest evidence that partners are engaged in communicating with each other during the 473 indecisive phase is that mating pairs ended the indecisive behavior nearly simultaneously 474 (within 5 min of each other). As one partner was born before the other, the durations of their 475 indecisive phases were often quite different, but they transitioned to stable polarization 476 together. Strengthening of the polarity cluster was correlated with an increase in mating MAPK 477 activity, and synthetic induction of MAPK without pheromone led to a similar strengthening of 478 polarity clusters. We speculate that during the indecisive phase, the cells are exposed to a 479 dynamic and constantly changing pheromone landscape. When a mobile polarity cluster is 480 distant from its partner's cluster, both cells detect relatively low levels of pheromone, leading 481 to intermediate levels of MAPK activity. But if clusters happen to point directly at each other, 482 each cell detects a higher pheromone concentration, leading to an increase in MAPK activity. 483
Increased MAPK then strengthens and stabilizes the polarity cluster, perhaps leading to 484 increased local pheromone secretion and hence increased signaling in a positive feedback loop. 485
Exploratory polarization as a mechanism for partner selection 486
Because the search strategy discussed above depends on polarized pheromone secretion and 487 detection, we call this process "exploratory polarization". This behavior is strikingly similar to 488 the "speed dating" behavior recently described for mating cells of the distantly related fission 489 yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Merlini, et al., 2016; Bendezu and Martin, 2013) . In that 490 system, potential mating partners exhibit a prolonged period in which they sequentially 491 assemble and disassemble a weak polarity cluster at multiple locations. Clusters that happen to 492 assemble in the vicinity of a cluster from a mating partner become strengthened and stabilized, 493 presumably due to detection of a higher pheromone level. Spa2-GFP tagged at the endogenous locus was generated by the PCR-based method using 537 pFA6-GFP(S65T)-HIS3MX6 as template (Longtine, et al., 1998 NPF was generated by first amplifying a fragment 546 of STE2 using primers that introduced a GGA → AAT mutation (G 392 N substitution) (Tan, et al., 547 1996) and cloning the fragment back into STE2. 548
Ste71-33-NLS-NLS-mCherry was integrated at ura3 using pED45 (pRS306-PRPS2-Ste71-33-NLS-NLS-549 mCherry) as described (Durandau, et al., 2015) . 550
To compromise ratiometric sensing by Sst2, we replaced the endogenous SST2 with hsRGS4-CFP 551 using A550 (pRS406-K-hsRGS4-CFP) as described (Bush, et al., 2016) . Because this was 552 insufficient to restore wild-type pheromone sensitivity in our strain background, PSST2-hsRGS4-553 CFP was amplified by PCR and cloned into pRS306 using XbaI to generate DLB4414. Digestion 554
with StuI was then used to target integration of a second copy of hsRGS4-CFP at URA3. 555
To make the MF1 reporter, the MF1 promoter (506 base pairs upstream of the ATG) was 556 amplified with primers that added ApaI and HindIII sites, and cloned upstream of a reporter 557 protein with the first 28 residues of Psr1 fused to GFP, followed by the ADH1 3'-UTR, in a 558 plasmid with a pRS305 (LEU2) backbone (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) . The Psr11-28-GFP reporter 559 was replaced with sfGFP, which was cloned from pFA6a-link-yoSuperfolderGFP-KAN (Addgene 560 plasmid 44901). Digestion at the PpuMI in the LEU2 sequence was used to target integration at 561 leu2. 562
To induce MAPK activation without adding pheromone, we generated a plasmid, DLB4239 563 (pRS305-STE55'UTR-STE53'UTR-PADH1-GAL4BD-hER-VP16-PGAL1-STE5-CTM), that can be used to 564 replace the endogenous STE5 locus with two genes: (i) a hybrid transcription factor that 565 activates Gal4 target genes in response to estradiol (GAL4BD-hER-VP16) ( Takahashi and Pryciak,  566 2008), and (ii) a GAL1 promoter driving expression of a membrane-targeted version of Ste5 567 (PGAL1-STE5-CTM) (Pryciak and Huntress, 1998). Addition of estradiol activates the transcription 568 of membrane-targeted Ste5, which leads to activation of the mating MAPKs. The plasmid has a 569 pRS305 (LEU2) backbone and contains regions of the STE5 5' and 3'-UTRs upstream of the 570 hybrid transcription factor. DLY4239 was digested with PacI, which cuts between the STE5 5' 571 and 3'-UTR regions to replace endogenous STE5 with the two genes. 572
Live-cell microscopy 573
Cells were grown to mid-log phase (OD600  0.4) overnight at 30C in complete synthetic 574 medium (CSM, MP Biomedicals, LLC.) with 2% dextrose (Macron). Cultures were diluted to 575 OD600 = 0.1. For mating mixtures, the relevant strains were mixed 1:1 immediately before 576 mounting on slabs. Cells were mounted on CSM slabs with 2% dextrose solidified with 2% 577 agarose (Hoefer), which were then sealed with petroleum jelly. For Ste5-CTM MAPK induction 578 (Fig. 4A) , slabs also contained 20 nM -estradiol (Sigma). Cells were imaged in a temperature 579 controlled chamber set to 30C. 580
Images were acquired with an Andor Revolution XD spinning disk confocal microscope (Andor 581
Technology, Olympus) with a CSU-X1 5000 rpm confocal scanner unit (Yokogawa), and a 582 UPLSAPO 100x/1.4 oil-immersion objective (Olympus), controlled by MetaMorph software 583 (Molecular Devices). Images were captured by an iXon3 897 EM-CCD camera with 1.2x auxiliary 584 magnification (Andor Technology). 585
For high resolution images of Ste2-sfGFP, Ste2 NPF -sfGFP, and Ste2 7XR-GPAAD -sfGFP (Fig. 6A, C, Fig.  586 7A, B), z-stacks with 47 planes were acquired at 0.14 m intervals. The laser power was set to 587 30% maximal output, EM gain was set to 200, and the exposure for the 488 nm laser was set to 588 250 ms. For all other microscopy, z-stacks with 15 images were acquired at 0.5 m z-steps every 589 2 min, laser power was set to 10% maximal output for the relevant 488 nm, 561 nm, or 445 nm 590 lasers, EM gain was set to 200, and the exposure time was 200 ms. 591
All fluorescent images were denoised using the Hybrid 3D Median Filter plugin for ImageJ, 592 developed by Christopher Philip Mauer and Vytas Bindokas. 593
Analysis of the timing of cell cycle and mating events 594
Bud emergence was scored using the membrane-targeted Psr1-GFP reporter (Lai, et 
Analysis of polarity factor clustering 604
To quantify the degree of clustering of the polarity probes Spa2-mCherry, Bem1-tdTomato, and 605
Bem1-GFP, we calculated a "deviation from uniformity" metric from maximum projections of 606 fluorescent z-stack images. Deviation from uniformity, referred to here as clustering (CL), 607 compares the cumulative distribution of pixel intensities in an actual cell, with that in a 608 hypothetical cell with the same range of pixel intensities that are uniformly distributed. That is, 609 CL measures how different the pixel intensity distribution is from a uniform distribution, which 610 reflects the degree to which the signals are clustered. 611
An elliptical region of interest (ROI) was drawn around each cell at each time point. Raw pixel 612 intensities (p) within each ROI were normalized to a minimum of 0 and maximum of 1: 613
For a cell with uniformly distributed pixel intensities, the cumulative distribution (U) is: 617 ≈ 618 500 uniformly-spaced i-values from 0 to 1 were indexed in ascending order as n = 1, 2, 3, …, 619 500. The deviation from uniformity metric (CL) was calculated as: 620
CL approaches a maximum of 1 when a small fraction of pixels exhibit near the maximum 622 intensity, while most pixels are clustered near the minimum intensity -as seen in a highly 623 polarized cell. CL is sensitive to the size of the patch, and the distribution of intensities within 624 the patch -a small patch with sharp edges yields a high CL, while a broad patch with graded 625 edges yields a low CL. As a result, CL is a sensitive indicator of the transition between the 626 indecisive and committed phases. 627 CL was measured using a MATLAB-based graphical user interface called ROI_TOI_QUANT_V8, 628
developed by Denis Tsygankov. 629
Analysis of initial polarity cluster orientation 630
Initial orientation was measured at the time of initial clustering. For orientation relative to the 631 partner ( Fig. 5A,C; Fig. 7F ; Fig 8D) , we measured the angle between the line from the center of 632 the cell being scored to the centroid of the initial cluster, and a line from the cell center to the 633 closest surface of the nearest G1 cell of the opposite mating type. For orientation relative to 634 the neck ( Fig. 5B; Fig. 8E ), we measured the angle between the line from the center of the cell 635 being scored to the centroid of the initial cluster, and a line from the cell center to the center of 636 the previous division site. Angles were then grouped into segments of 30 increments. 637
Analysis of -factor synthesis through the cell cycle 638
The PMF1-sfGFP reporter drives synthesis of sfGFP from the MF1 promoter. MF1 is the major 639 -factor encoding gene. Average fluorescence intensity of the probe was measured from 640 maximum projection images within an elliptical region of interest drawn around each cell. 641
Intensity values were normalized to the value at the end of G1 by dividing by the intensity at 642 the time of bud emergence (for cells with >1 cell cycle, the first bud emergence was used). To 643 express intensity as a function of cell cycle, we set the time of the emergence of the first bud to 644 0, and the time of the emergence of the second bud to 100. 645
Analysis of MAPK activity 646
MAPK activity was measured using maximum projection fluorescent images of the sensor Ste7-647 NLS-NLS-mCherry. As demonstrated in (Durandau, et al., 2015), the sensor relocates from the 648 nucleus to the cytoplasm upon phosphorylation by Fus3 or Kss1, and the cytoplasmic to nuclear 649 ratio of the sensor reflects the MAPK activity. We used the coefficient of variation (CV) of pixel 650 intensities measured from maximum projection images to approximate the nuclear to 651 cytoplasmic ratio of the probe. The CV was quite variable from cell to cell, but that variability 652 could be limited by normalization. To approximate MAPK activity (m), an elliptical ROI was 653 drawn around each cell at each time point using ROI_TOI_QUANT_V8. CV was measured for 654 each cell for the 60 minutes prior to fusion, and normalized to a minimum of zero and 655 maximum of 1. Because CV falls as MAPK activity rises, activity was scored as: 656
Analysis of receptor distribution 658
Membrane distribution of Ste2-sfGFP and Bem1-tdTomato were measured from medial plane 659 fluorescent images. Using FIJI software, fluorescence intensity was averaged across the width of 660 a 3-pixel-wide line tracing the membrane of each cell, drawn with the freehand tool. For 661 comparison of peak location ( Fig. 6E; Fig. 8F ) the values for individual linescans were 662 normalized by subtracting the background fluorescence, dividing by the maximum point in the 663 linescan, and multiplying by 100 get the %-maximum value. For comparison of receptor 664 uniformity ( Fig. 6C; Fig. 7B ) the values of individual linescans were normalized by subtracting 665 the background, and bringing each cell to an integral of 1. To generate average distributions, 666 splines were fit to each Ste2 linescan using the smooth.spline function in R, with a 0.75 667 smoothing factor. The normalized curves for Ste2 or Bem1 from the previous step were then 668 centered on the maximum from the Ste2 spline fit and averaged. 669
Halo assays of pheromone sensitivity 670
Cells were grown to mid-log-phase (OD600  0.4) at 30C overnight in YEPD (1% yeast extract, 671 2% peptone, 2% dextrose). Cultures were diluted to 2.5 x 10 5 cells/mL, and 5 x 10 4 cells were 672 spread on YEPD plates in triplicate using sterile glass beads. Plates were allowed to dry for 673 several minutes, and then 2 L of 1 mM, 500 M, and 100 M -factor was spotted in three 674 separate spots on each plate. Plates were incubated for 48 h at 30C, and then images were 675 taken using a Bio-Rad Gel Doc XR+ system. Using FIJI software, circles were fit to the zone of 676 arrest surrounding each -factor spot, and the diameter of the circles was measured in pixels. 677
Immunoblotting 678
Cell cultures were grown in triplicate overnight to mid-log phase in YEPD. 
Statistical analysis 688
18 t-Tests were performed in Microsoft Excel via the "t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal 689
Variances" function ( Fig. 7 C, D, Fig. 8C ). Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were 690 performed using the Real Statistics Resource Pack software (Release 5.4, developed by Charles 691 Zaiontz) Add-in for Microsoft Excel (Fig. 2D, Fig. 5A-D, Fig. 7F, Fig. 8D, E , and Ste2 7XR-GPAAD (green). Top: images of representative halos. Bottom: quantification of halo diameter (n=9, 3 technical replicates at 3 pheromone concentrations, normalized to the average wild-type halo diameter; * t test, p < 0.05). (E) Cumulative distribution of the duration of the indecisive phase for MATa cells that were born immediately adjacent to a MATα partner in G1, and either budded or mated by the end of the movie. Cells harboring Ste2 (blue, n=71), Ste2 NPF (orange, n=53), or Ste2 7XR-GPAAD (green, n=47). (F) Left: Cumulative distribution of initial Bem1 cluster orientation relative to the nearest potential mating partner for MATa cells born immediately adjacent to a MATα G1 cell. Cells with wild-type Ste2 (blue, n=117), Ste2 NPF (orange, n=78, not significant), or Ste2 7XR-GPAAD (green, n=79, not significant). Right: polar histograms of the same data. Scale bar, 3 μm. Strains: DLY20713, DLY20715, DLY21705 (A, B), DLY21203, DLY21206, DLY21704 (C), DLY22321, DLY21301, DLY21295 (D), DLY12943, DLY22058, DLY22397 (E, F). Gα is activated by pheromone-bound receptor (Ste2 + α-factor), and inactivated by the RGS protein Sst2. Sst2 associates with inactive Ste2. When Ste2 is activated by α-factor, Sst2 dissociates from Ste2. The instantaneous activation state of Gα is determined by the state of the receptor with which it last interacted. Right: Gα switches between active (green arrows) and inactive (red arrows) states when it interacts with active (green circles) and inactive (red circles) receptors. The fraction of the local Gα that is active reflects the ratio of active to inactive receptors, regardless of receptor density. This means differences in pheromone level at different points on the cell surface can be compared even if there are differences in receptor density. (B) hsRGS4 is distributed uniformly on the membrane. Single-plane inverted image of hsRGS4-CFP. (C) Pheromone sensitivity measured via halo assay in wild-type cells (blue), and cells in which Sst2 has been replaced by one copy (gray, hsRGS4, * t test, p < 0.05) or two copies (red, hsRGS4x2, not significant) of hsRGS4 (n=9, 3 technical replicates at 3 pheromone concentrations, normalized to the average wild type halo diameter). 
